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FINE, COURT COST, AND BOND CALCULATIONS
A. SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS (Court Cost $60.00)
911.1 CRIMINAL PENALTY SURCHARGE
When a court imposes a fine or forfeiture for a violation of state law, or city or county 
ordinance, except an ordinance regulating the parking of motor vehicles, the court or 
the clerk of the district court shall assess an additional penalty in the form of a criminal 
penalty surcharge equal to thirty-five percent of the fine or forfeiture imposed.
   TOTAL: UNSECURED BOND
 Scheduled 35% (Fine + 35% Surcharge (1½ x Fine
 Fine Surcharge + Court Cost) + Court Cost)
 $    5.00 $    1.75 $   66.75 $   67.50
 10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
 15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
 35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
 40.00 14.00 114.00 120.00
 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 60.00 21.00 141.00 150.00
 70.00 24.50 154.50 165.00
 75.00 26.25 161.25 172.50
 80.00 28.00 168.00 180.00
 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
 1,500.00 525.00 2,085.00 2,310.00
 B. OTHER SIMPLE MISDEMEANORS
 TOTAL
Scheduled violations (court appearance required) Reg Bond
Chapter 321 simple misdemeanor violations with no minimum fine $160.00
All other nonscheduled simple misdemeanor violations with no minimum fine $160.00
C. MOVING VIOLATIONS - EXCEPTIONS
805.8A (14i) MOVING TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS - ROAD WORK ZONES.
The scheduled fine for any moving traffic violation under 321, except speeding, shall 
be doubled if the violation occurs within any road work zone.  The scheduled fine for 
speeding violations within any road work zone is found in a separate schedule.
Iowa Administrative Code 761-615.1 provides as follows: “Moving Violation,” unless 
otherwise provided in this chapter, means any violation of motor vehicle laws except:
1. Violations of equipment standards to be maintained for motor vehicles.
2. Parking violations as defined in Iowa Code section 321.210.
3. Child restraint and safety belt and harness violations under Iowa Code sections 
321.445 and 321.446.
4. Violations of registration, weight and dimension laws.
5. Operating with an expired license.
6. Failure to appear.
7. Disturbing the peace with a motor vehicle.
8. Violation of Iowa Code Section 321.20B by a vehicle owner for failure to provide 
proof of financial liability coverage.
D. SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS WITH COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE
911.4 COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE
If the county has adopted a resolution pursuant to section 331.301, subsection 16, and a 
court imposes a fine or forfeiture for any simple misdemeanor punishable as a scheduled 
violation pursuant to a citation issued by the sheriff as defined in section 331.101, the 
court or the clerk of the district court shall assess a surcharge in the amount of five 
dollars for each applicable violation in addition to any fine, forfeiture, or other surcharge.
   TOTAL: UNSECURED BOND
  35% Criminal (Fine + 35% + $5.00 (1½ x Fine
 Fine Surcharge + Court Cost) + Court Cost)
 $    5.00 $    1.75 $   71.75 $   67.50
 10.00 3.50 78.50 75.00
 15.00 5.25 85.25 82.50
 20.00 7.00 92.00 90.00
 25.00 8.75 98.75 97.50
 30.00 10.50 105.50 105.00
 35.00 12.25 112.25 112.50
 40.00 14.00 119.00 120.00
 50.00 17.50 132.50 135.00
 60.00 21.00 146.00 150.00
 70.00 24.50 159.50 165.00
 75.00 26.25 166.25 172.50
 80.00 28.00 173.00 180.00
 100.00 35.00 200.00 210.00
 200.00 70.00 335.00 360.00
 250.00 87.50 402.50 432.00
 500.00 175.00 740.00 810.00
 1,500.00 525.00 2,090.00 2,310.00
 OTHER SIMPLE MISDEMEANORS TOTAL
Scheduled violations (court appearance required) Regular Bond
Chapter 321 simple misdemeanor violations with no minimum fine $160.00
All other nonscheduled simple misdemeanor violations with no minimum fine $160.00
E. CITY/COUNTY PARKING ORDINANCE VIOLATIONS
By uniform citation and complaint
 TOTAL: UNSECURED BOND
 Scheduled Fine (Fine+Court Cost) (1½ x Fine + Court Cost)
 $  5.00 $  13.00 $  15.50
F. MISCELLANEOUS NON SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS
DRIVING WHILE SUSPENDED, REVOKED, CANCELLED, DENIED OR BARRED
Section Offense Fine Surch. Total Unsec. Bond
321.208A 24 Hr. out of service 1st offense Non Scheduled ----- ----- 3,810.00
 24 Hr. out of service 2nd offense Non Scheduled ----- ----- 7,560.00
321.218 Driving While Susp., Rev., Cancelled
 or Denied (simple) Non Scheduled ----- ----- 435.00
321.218(4) Driving whileDisqualified (serious) Non Scheduled ----- ----- -----
321.561 Driving While Barred (aggravated) Non Scheduled ----- ----- -----
321A.32 Driving While Suspended/Chapter 321A (simple) Non Scheduled ----- ----- 435.00
321J.21 Driving While Revoked/Chapter 321J (serious) Non Scheduled ----- ----- -----
321.260 Interference or possession of
 traffic control or preemption device Non Scheduled ----- ----- 435.00
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IF THE OFFENSE IS A SIMPLE MISDEMEANOR AND A COURT APPEARANCE IS 
REQUIRED, THE DEFENDANT MAY BE RELEASED WITHOUT BOND BY THE OFFICER 
COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING AND IF DEFENDANT AGREES TO AND SIGNS SAME 
ON CITATION:
“I HEREBY GIVE MY UNSECURED APPEARANCE BOND IN THE AMOUNT OF 
 DOLLARS AND ENTER MY WRITTEN APPEARANCE. I agree 
that if I fail to appear in person or by counsel on the above date to defend against the offense 
charged in this citation the court is authorized to enter a conviction and render judgement 
against me for the amount of my appearnce bond in satisfaction of the penalty plus costs.
NOTE TO OFFICER: AMOUNT TO BE ENTERED IN BLANK ON FRONT OF CITATION 
FOR SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS
1. If the offense is one to which a scheduled fine is applicable, an amount equal to one and 
one-half times the scheduled fine, plus sixty dollars court costs.
2. If the offense is one for which a court appearance is mandatory, the amount of one 
hundred dollars, plus sixty dollars court costs. ($160.00)
A COURT APPEARANCE IS MANDATORY FOR SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS 805.10:
a. When the violation charged involved or resulted in a death or caused serious injury to 
person as defined under section 702.18
b. When the violation charged involved or resulted in an accident or injury to property 
and based upon the violator’s driving record, or failure to pay any fine, surcharge, 
or court costs, or any other circumstances involving the accident, the officer 
determines a court appearance is necessary.
c. When the violation created an immediate threat to the safety of other persons or 
property because of highway conditions, visibility, traffic, repetition, or other 
circumstances.
d. When the violation charged involves the taking of an animal for which there is a civil 
damage assessment in addition to a criminal penalty.
In such cases, the defendant shall appear before the court and regular procedure 
shall apply. If an information is used, the officer shall endorse thereon, “Court 
appearance required”. If a citation and complaint is used, the officer shall 
strike out the space in which the defendant may admit the violation before 
a scheduled violations office and shall endorse thereon “Court appearance 
required” and the defendant shall appear before the court either in person 
or by attorney.
NON SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS (Requires court appearance):
1. In most non scheduled (simple misdemeanor) violations the unsecured bond is the 
amount of one hundred dollars, plus sixty dollars court costs.($160.00)
2. In non scheduled (simple misdemeanor) violations where a minimum fine is set within 
the law, the unsecured bond is determined by multiplying the minimum fine by one and 
one-half times and then adding sixty dollars court costs.
3. In all other simple misdemeanors where bond is posted the bond will be the amount of 
one hundred dollars, plus sixty dollars court costs ($160.00).
SPEEDING VIOLATIONS
    TOTAL: 
    (Fine + 35% UNSECURED
    Surcharge BOND:
 Speed Scheduled 35% + Court (1½ x Fine
 Over Limit Fine Surcharge Cost) + Court Cost)
 “1-5” over $20.00 $7.00 $87.00 $90.00
 “6-10” over $40.00 $14.00 $114.00 $120.00
 “11-15” over $80.00 $28.00 $168.00 $180.00
 “15-20” over $90.00 $31.50 $181.50 $195.00
 
(Over 20 mph, $100.00 plus $5.00 for each mile in excess of 20 mph over speed limit.)
    TOTAL: 
    (Fine + 35% UNSECURED
    Surcharge BOND:
 Speed Scheduled 35% + Court (1½ x Fine
 Over Limit Fine Surcharge Cost) + Court Cost)
 21 over $105.00 $36.75 $201.75 $217.50
 22 over $110.00 $38.50 $208.50 $225.00
 23 over $115.00 $40.25 $215.25 $232.50
 24 over $120.00 $42.00 $222.00 $240.00
 25 over $125.00 $43.75 $228.75 $247.50
 26 over $130.00 $45.50 $235.50 $255.00
 27 over $135.00 $47.25 $242.25 $262.50
 28 over $140.00 $49.00 $249.00 $270.00
 29 over $145.00 $50.75 $255.75 $277.50
 30 over $150.00 $52.50 $262.50 $285.00
 31 over $155.00 $54.25 $269.25 $292.50
 32 over $160.00 $56.00 $276.00 $300.00
 33 over $165.00 $57.75 $282.75 $307.50
 34 over $170.00 $59.50 $289.50 $315.00
 35 over $175.00 $61.25 $296.25 $322.50
 36 over $180.00 $63.00 $303.00 $330.00
 37 over $185.00 $64.75 $309.75 $337.50
 38 over $190.00 $66.50 $316.50 $345.00
 39 over $195.00 $68.25 $323.25 $352.50
 40 over $200.00 $70.00 $330.00 $360.00
 41 over $205.00 $71.75 $336.75 $367.50
 42 over $210.00 $73.50 $343.50 $375.00
 43 over $215.00 $75.25 $350.25 $382.50
 44 over $220.00 $77.00 $357.00 $390.00
 45 over $225.00 $78.75 $363.75 $397.50
 46 over $230.00 $80.50 $370.50 $405.00
 47 over $235.00 $82.25 $377.25 $412.50
 48 over $240.00 $84.00 $384.00 $420.00
 49 over $245.00 $85.75 $390.75 $427.50
 50 over $250.00 $87.50 $397.50 $435.00




WITH COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE
    TOTAL: UNSECURED
    (Fine + 35% BOND:
 Speed Scheduled 35% Surcharge + 5.00 (1½ x Fine
 Over Limit Fine Surcharge + Court Cost) + Court Cost)
 “1-5” over $20.00 $7.00 $92.00 $90.00
 “6-10” over $40.00 $14.00 $119.00 $120.00
 “11-15” over $80.00 $28.00 $173.00 $180.00
 “15-20” over $90.00 $31.50 $186.50 $195.00
(Over 20 mph, $100.00 plus $5.00 for each mile in excess of 20 mph over speed limit.)
    TOTAL: UNSECURED
    (Fine + 35% BOND:
 Speed Scheduled 35% Surcharge + 5.00 (1½ x Fine
 Over Limit Fine Surcharge + Court Cost) + Court Cost)
 21 over $105.00 $36.75 $206.75 $217.50
 22 over $110.00 $38.50 $213.50 $225.00
 23 over $115.00 $40.25 $220.25 $232.50
 24 over $120.00 $42.00 $227.00 $240.00
 25 over $125.00 $43.75 $233.75 $247.50
 26 over $130.00 $45.50 $240.50 $255.00
 27 over $135.00 $47.25 $247.25 $262.50
 28 over $140.00 $49.00 $254.00 $270.00
 29 over $145.00 $50.75 $260.75 $277.50
 30 over $150.00 $52.50 $267.50 $285.00
 31 over $155.00 $54.25 $274.25 $292.50
 32 over $160.00 $56.00 $281.00 $300.00
 33 over $165.00 $57.75 $287.75 $307.50
 34 over $170.00 $59.50 $294.50 $315.00
 35 over $175.00 $61.25 $301.25 $322.50
 36 over $180.00 $63.00 $308.00 $330.00
 37 over $185.00 $64.75 $314.75 $337.50
 38 over $190.00 $66.50 $321.50 $345.00
 39 over $195.00 $68.25 $328.25 $352.50
 40 over $200.00 $70.00 $335.00 $360.00
 41 over $205.00 $71.75 $341.75 $367.50
 42 over $210.00 $73.50 $348.50 $375.00
 43 over $215.00 $75.25 $355.25 $382.50
 44 over $220.00 $77.00 $362.00 $390.00
 45 over $225.00 $78.75 $368.75 $397.50
 46 over $230.00 $80.50 $375.50 $405.00
 47 over $235.00 $82.25 $382.25 $412.50
 48 over $240.00 $84.00 $389.00 $420.00
 49 over $245.00 $85.75 $395.75 $427.50
 50 over $250.00 $87.50 $402.50 $435.00
Bond is 1½ times minimum fine plus court cost.
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
MOTOR VEHICLE
321.17 55 Operating non-registered vehicle ............ 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.20B 55c Failure to prove security against 
  liability (non-accident)............................ 250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
321.20B 55d Failure to prove security against 
  liability (accident) ................................... 500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
321.25 55a Improper use of registration card .......... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.32 56 Fail to carry registration card .................. 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.34 56a Registration violation ............................... 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.37 58 Fail to display registration plate ............... 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.38 59 Fail to maintain registration plate ............ 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.41 60 Fail to give notice of 
  address/name change ............................. 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.45 60a Failure to transfer title ............................ 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.46 60b Violation of new title and reg. 
  upon transfer to new owner ................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.47 60e Transfers by operation of law ................ 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.48 60c Violations of title-vehicles acquired 
  for resale ................................................ 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.52 60d Violations of title-out of state junked, 
  dismantled, wrecked, or salvage veh. ... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.54 61 Registration required/certain 
  non-resident carriers ............................... 30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.55 62 Registration required/other 
  non resident carriers................................ 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.57 62b Violation of special plate requirements . 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.62 62c Special plates - records violation .......... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.67 62a (1) Failure to deliver certificate of title 
  upon sale of vehicle ............................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.67 62d (2) Failure to acquire certificate of title 
  upon purchase of vehicle ...................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.91 62e Abandonment of a motor vehicle........... 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.95 62f Failure to maintain motor vehicle records ... 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.98 63 Operation without registration ................. 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.99 63d Improper use of registration .................. 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.104 63e (1) Operation with cancelled title or 
  susp or rev registration .......................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.104 63a (2) Failure to obtain Mfg’s or importer’s 
  certificate ............................................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.104 63b (3) Failure to surrender plates, title or 
  registration ............................................. 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.104 63c (4) Failure to deliver title as required ..... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.104 63f (5) Penal offenses against title law ....... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.104 63g (6) Improper transfer of mobile home 
  or mfg. housing ...................................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.115 63h Improper use of antique plates ................ 30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.115A 63i Replica vehicle/street rod registration 
  violation (effective 07/01/09) .................... 30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.174 64a Failure to have a valid license or permit 
  while operating a motor vehicle ............. 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.174A 64b Operation of motor vehilce 
  with expired license ..................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.178  (2)(a)(2)(a) Use of electronic 
  communication device while driving ........30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.180 65 Violation of instruction permit 
  (age 18 and older) ....................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.180B 65a Violation of graduated drivers license 
  conditions .................................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.180B 65b (6)(a) Use of electronic communication 
  device while driving ..................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.193 67 Violation of conditions of a 
  restricted license ......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.194 68 Violation of conditions of a minor’s 
  school license ...........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.194 68g (1)(d)(1) Use of electronic 
  communication device while driving ........50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.216 68a Unlawful use of license ..........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.216B 68e Misuse of lic. Or ID card to 
  acquire alcohol .......................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.216C 68f Misuse of lic. Or ID card to 
  acquire tobacco ......................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.219 68c Permitting unauthorized minor to drive .....200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.220 68d Permitting unauthorized person to drive ...200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.229 70 Fail to comply with order 
  of peace officer ......................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.231 71 Fail of caution by driver of 
  emergency vehicle .................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.232 71a Speed detection jamming devices .........100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.234 71b (3,4) Failure to observe 
  seating requirements ...............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.234A 71c ATV Violation............................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.235A 71d Improper operation of electric 
  personal mobile assistive device .............15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
321.247 77b Unlawful golf cart operation ...................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.256 78 Fail to obey traffic control device ...........100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 79 (2h) Fail to yield to pedestrian 
  within intersection ..................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 80 (2b) Vehicles fail to respond to yellow 
  caution signal .........................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 80a (2b) Pedestrians fail to respond 
  to yellow caution signal ............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.257 81 (2a) Vehicles fail to respond to 
  steady red signal ....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 81a (2a) Pedestrians and bicycles 
  fail to respond to steady red signal ..........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.257 82 (2d) Fail to yield to pedestrian in 
  crosswalk under green arrow .................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 83 (2e) Fail to obey flashing red 
  stop signal ..............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.257 84 (2f) Fail to respond to flashing 
  yellow caution signal ..............................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.257 84a (2g) Pedestrians failure to oBey "Don't 
  Walk" light .................................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.275 85 (1-7) Motorcycle and motorized 
  bike violation ............................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.275 85a (8) Failure to display safety flag ...............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.276  Use of electronic communications 
  device while driving ..................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.277A 85c Careless driving .......................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.281 85e (1) Steer unreasonably close to 
  bicyclist ...................................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
321.281 85f (2) Project object or substance at 
  bicyclist ...................................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
321.284 85b Open container drivers 21 YOA and older
  (under 21 refer to pg 24 Sec 123.47) .....200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.284A 85d Open container passengesr 21 YOA and older
  (under 21 refer to pg 24 Sec 123.47) .....200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
  EXCESSIVE SPEED 55 MPH or LESS ZONES   
321.285 86 1 thru 5 over .............................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 86a 6 thru 10 over ...........................................40.00 14.00 114.00 120.00
 86b 11 thru 15 over ..........................................80.00 28.00 168.00 180.00
 86c 16 thru 20 over .........................................90.00 31.50 181.50 195.00
 86i 21 MPH and over  + 5.00 for each MPH 
  over 20 MPH ............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
  EXCESSIVE SPEED- ZONES GREATHER THAN 55 MPH  
321.285 86d 1 thru 5 over .............................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 86e 6 thru 10 over ...........................................40.00 14.00 114.00 120.00
 86f 11 thru 15 over ..........................................80.00 28.00 168.00 180.00
 86g 16 thru 20 over .........................................90.00 31.50 181.50 195.00
 86j 21 MPH and over  + 5.00 for each MPH 
  over 20 MPH ............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
  EXCESSIVE SPEED - ROAD WORK ZONES   
321.285 86k 1 thru 10 over .........................................150.00 52.50 262.50 285.00
 86l 11 thru 20 over........................................300.00 105.00 465.00 510.00
 86m 21 thru 25 over .......................................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
 86n Greather than 25 over .........................1,000.00 350.00 1,410.00 1,560.00
  EXCESSIVE SPEED - SCHOOL BUS
321.285 86h Excessive speed by school bus 
  (1 thru 10 over) .......................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.288 91a (1) Failure to maintain control ................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.288 91b (2) Failure to reduce speed to 
  reasonable and proper rate ...................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.294 92 Fail to maintain minimum speed ............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.295 93 Excessive speed on bridge ......................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.297 94 Driving on wrong side of two-way 
  highway ..................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.298 95 Fail to yield half of roadway 
  when meeting vehicle ............................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.299 96 Passing on wrong side ...........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.299 96a Failure to yield to over-taking vehicle ....100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.302 97 Improper overtaking on the right............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.303 98 Unsafe passing ......................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.304 99 (1) Passing on grade or hill ....................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.304 100 (2) Passing too near bridge, 
  intersection, or RR .................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.304 101 (3) Passing contrary to highway
   sign or marking ......................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.305 102 Violating one-way traffic designation ....100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.306 103 Improper use of 3 or more lanes ............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.307 104 Following too closely ..............................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.308 105 Following too closely 
  (trucks and towing vehicles) ...................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.309 106 (1) Towing for hire without a 
  transporter plate .......................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.309 106a (2) Towing in convoy maintain at least 
  500 feet between units .............................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.310 107 Unlawful towing of four-wheeled trailer .....35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.311 108 Turning from improper lane ....................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.312 109 Making U-turn on curve or hill ................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.313 110 Unsafe starting og a stopped vehicle ....100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.314 111 Unsafe turn or fail to give signal ............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.315 112 Fail to give continuous turn signal ...........35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.316 113 Fail to signal stop or 
  repid deceleration ....................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.317 114 Signal light requirement ...........................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.318 115 Incorrect hand signal ...............................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.319 116 Fail to yield to vehicle on right ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.320 117 Fail to yield upon left turn .......................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.321 118 Fail to yield upon entering 
  through highway .....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.322 119 Fail to obey stop or yield sign ................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.322 119a Fail to obey yield sign or yield right 
  of way .....................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.323 120 Unsafe backing on highway ...................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.323 120a Unsafe approach to certain 
  stationary vehicles .................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.324 121 Fail to yield to emergency vehicle ..........100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.325 122 Pedestrian disobeying traffic 
  control signal ............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.326 123 Pedestrian walking on wrong side 
  of highway ................................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.327 123a Failure to yield to pedestrians’ right 
  of way .....................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.328 124 Pedestrian failing to use crosswalk .........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.329 125 Vehicle failing to yield to pedestrian ......100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.331 126 Soliciting ride from within roadway ..........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.232 127 Unlawful use of white cane ......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.333 128 Failure to yield to blind person ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.340 134 Driving in or through safety zone ...........100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.341 135 Failure to properly stop at RR crossing .....200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.342 136 Failure to obey stop sign at 
  RR crossing ............................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137 (1) Failure to stop certain cargo or 
  passenger vehicles at RR crossing .......200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137a (2)(a) CMV fail to slow/check RR 
  crossing ..................................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137b (2)(b) CMV fail to stop at RR crossing
   not clear .................................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137c (2)( c) CMV block RR crossing ..............200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137d (2)(d) CMV disobey traffic control 
  at RR crossing ........................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.343 137e (2)(e ) CMV insufficient clearance 
  at RR crossing ........................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.344 138 Unlawful movement of construction 
  equipment at RR track ...........................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.344B 139 Creating an immediate safety threat 
  at RR crossing ........................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.353 140 Unsafe entry onto sidewalk or roadway ....100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.354 141a (1) Stopping on paved part of highway ..100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.354 141b (2) Stopping on traveled part of 
  unpaved highway ...................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.358 142 Stopping, standing or parking where 
  prohibited ....................................................5.00 1.75 14.75 15.50
321.360 143 Prohibited parking in front of theaters 
  and hotels ...................................................5.00 1.75 14.75 15.50
321.361 144 Parking too far from curb/parallel parking .....5.00 1.75 14.75 15.50
321.362 145 Parking without stopping engine and 
  setting brake .............................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.363 146 Driving with obstructed view or control ....35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.364 147 Contaminated food-hazardous materials .200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.365 148 Coasting upon downgrade .......................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.366 149 Improper use of median, curb, or 
  access facility .........................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.367 150 Fail to maintain distance from fire vehicle .100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.368 151 Crossing unprotected fire hose ..............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.369 151a Depositing or throwing litter .....................70.00 24.50 154.50 165.00
321.370 151b Removing injurious material ....................70.00 24.50 154.50 165.00
321.372 152 (1) Failure of school bus driver to signal ....100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.372 153 (2) Improper discharge of school bus 
  passengers .............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.372  (3) Unlawful passing of a school bus 
  1st offense Court appearance required ........................................... 435.00
321.372  (3) Unlawful passing of a school bus 
  2nd or subsequent Court app. Required ...................................... 1,000.00
321.381 156 Driving or towing unsafe vehicle ............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.381A 156a Improper operation of low-speed vehicle ..100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.382 157 Operating underpowered vehicle.............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.383 158 Failure to display reflective device on 
  slow-moving vehicle .................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.384 159 Failure to use headlamps when required 30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.385 160 Insufficient number of headlamps ...........30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.386 161 Insufficient number of headlamps - 
  motorcycle ................................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.387 162 Improper rear lamp(s)...............................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.388 163 Improper registration place lamp .............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.389 164 Improper rear reflector .............................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.390 165 Reflector requirements ............................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.392 167 Improper clearance lighting on 
  truck or trailer ...........................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.393 167a Lighting device color and mounting .........20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.394 168 No lamp or flag on rear-projecting load ....35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.395 169 Parking on certain roadways w/o 
  parking lights ..........................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.397 170 Improper light on bicycle ..........................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.398 171 Improper light on other vehicle ................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.402 174 Improper use of spotlight .........................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.403 175 Improper use of auxiliary driving lights ....30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.404 176 Improper brake light .................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.404A 176a Use of light-restricting devices ................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.409 177 Improperly adjusted headlamp ................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.415 177a Failure to dim ............................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.419 178 Improper headlighting at night .................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.420 179 Excessive number of driving lights ..........30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.421 179a Violation of special restrictions on lamps ....30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.422 180 Lights of improper color - front or rear .....20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.423 181 (2) Unauthorized use of emergency 
  vehicle lighting equipment .......................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.423 181a (6) Failure to use flashing signal on 
  slow-moving vehicle .................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.430 183 Defective braking equipment .................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.432 184 Defective audible warning device ............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.433 185 Unauthorized use of emergency 
  audible warning device ............................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.433 185a Unauthorized use of emergency vehicle...30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
321.434 187 Use of siren or whistle on bicycle ............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
321.436 189 Defective or unauthorized muffler system ..20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.437 190 Failure to meet mirror requirements ........35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.437 191 Failure to have proper exterior
  mirror (towing) ..........................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.438 192 (1) Windshield & window - obstructed vision 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.438 192a (2) Dark window/windshield  ....................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.438 192b (3) Windshield and window requirements ...50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.439 193 Defective windshield wiper ......................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.440 194 Defective tires ..........................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.441 195 Unauthorized use of metal tire or track ...20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.442 196 Unauthorized use of metal projections 
  on wheels .................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.444 197 Failure to use safety glass .......................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321.445 198 Failure to wear/maintain safety belts .......50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.446 198a Failure to secure child <18 YOA ............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321.449 201 Failure to comply with safety 
  regulations rules .......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.449 236 Operation by unqualified driver................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.449 237 Hours of service violations.......................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.449 244a Presence of alcohol - CMV ......................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.449A 244b Rail crew transport drivers violation ........50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.450 202 Violation of hazardous materials 
  transportation .........................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
321.454 203 Width violation ........................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.455 204 Excessive side projection of load - 
  passenger vehicle ..................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.456 205 Excessive height ....................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.457 206 Excessive length ....................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.458 207 Excessive projection from front 
  of vehicle ................................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.460 208a Spilling on highway ................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321.461 209 Excessive tow-bar length .........................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.462 210 Failure to use required towing 
  equipment .................................................35.00 12.25 107.25 112.50
321.463 211 Fines for overloads on axles ........................  See chart on pages 16 and 17
321.466 212 Gross weight in excess of registered
   gross weight ............................................20.00      Plus surcharge for each 
2000 lbs or fraction thereof














































321.513 Nonresident traffic violator compact.
1.b  (1) When issuing a citation for a traffic violation, a police officer shall 
issue the citation to a motorist who possesses a driver’s license issued by a 
party jurisdiction and shall not, except as provided in subparagraph 2 of this 
paragraph, require the motorist to post collateral to secure appearance, if the 
officer receives the motorist’s signed personal recognizance that the motorist 
will comply with the terms of the citation.
  (2) Unless prohibited by law, personal recognizance is acceptable. If 
mandatory appearance is required by law, the appearance must take place 
immediately following issuance of the citation.
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
SNOWMOBILES
321G.3 220 Resident/Non-resident registration or 
  user permit required .................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321G.5 221 Display of identification number ..............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321G.9 222 Improper operation on 
  roadways/highways .......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321G11 223 Mufflers ....................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321G.12 224 Lights required and brakes required ........20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321G.13 225a (1a) Operate at rate of speed greater 
  than reasonable/proper ..........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225b (1b) Operate in a careless/reckless/
  negligent manner ...................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225 (1d) Lights .................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321G.13 225c (1e) Operate in tree nursery or planting 
  damaging growing stock ........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225d (1f) Operate on public land/ice/snow in 
  violation of official signs .........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225e (1g) Operate in prohibited park/wildlife 
  areas/preserves/streambeds .................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225f (1h) Operate upon an operating RR
  right-of-way ............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225g (2) Operate or ride with a loaded or 
  uncased firearm .....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225h (3) Operate snowmobile on public land 
  w/o measurable snow cover ..................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.13 225i (1i) Water skipping ..................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.17 226a Violation of stop signal ...........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.19 226 Rented snowmobiles ................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321G.20 226b Prohibited snowmobile operation by 
  person under 12 YOA ...............................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321G.20 226e Supervision or education certification 
  violation by person 12-15 YOA .................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321G.20 226f Education certificate violation by person 
  16-17 YOA on or across public hway .......50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321.G21 226c Violation by manufacturer/distributor/
  dealer......................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321G.24 226d (1) Education certificate violation.............50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
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      TOTAL:
      (Fine + 35%
     35% Surcharge
 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
 Sec. # Code OFFENSE Fine charge Cost) Bond
ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES
321I.3 227 Resident registration /Non-resident user 
  permit required .........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321I.6 228 Display of identification number ..............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321I.10 229 Operation on highways/snowmobile trails .. 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321I.12 230 Mufflers ....................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321I.13 231 Headlight/ taillight lamp/ brakes required ....20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321I.14 232a (1a) Operate at rate of speed greater 
  than reasonable/proper ..........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232 (1d) Lights required ..................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321I.14 232b (1e) Operate in tree nursery or planting 
  damaging growing stock ........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232c (1f) Operate on public land/ice/snow 
  in violation of official signs .....................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232d (1g) Prohibited use in parks/wildlife 
  areas/preserves/streambeds .................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232e (1h) Operate upon an operating RR 
  right-of-way ............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232f (2) Operate or ride with a loaded or 
  uncased firearm .....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232g (3) Operate with more persons than 
  vehicle was designed to carry ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232h (4) Operate an off-road utility vehicle 
  on designated riding area/trail ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.14 232i (5) Prohibited vehicles on designated 
  riding areas/trails ...................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.18 233a Violation of stop signal ...........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.20 233 Rented all-terrain vehicles .......................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321I.21 233b Operation by persons < 12 YOA 
  without supervision ..................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
321I.22 233c Violation by manufacturer/distributor/ 
  dealer......................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
321I.26 233d Operation by person < 18 YOA 
  without education certificate ....................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
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SCHEDULE OF FINES FOR OVERLOADS ON AXLES
321.463 Maximum Gross Weight
Single axles — Legal Weight 20,000 lbs.
Tandem Axles with 40” to 96” Spacing — Legal Weight 34,000 lbs.
GROUP AXLES Unsecured
Data Code Pounds  Over    Fine Surch. Total Bond
350 up to 1,000 $12.00 $4.20 $76.20 $78.00
351 1,001 to 2,000 $22.00 $7.70 $89.70 $93.00
352 2,001 to 3,000 $155.00 $54.25 $269.25 $292.50
353 3,001 to 4,000 $240.00 $84.00 $384.00 $420.00
354 4,001 to 5,000 $375.00 $131.25 $566.25 $622.50
355 5,001 to 6,000 $585.00 $204.75 $849.75 $937.50
356 6,001 to 7,000 $850.00 $297.50 $1,207.50 $1,335.00
357 7,001 to 8,000 $950.00 $332.50 $1,342.50 $1,485.00
358 8,001 to 9,000 $1,050.00 $367.50 $1,477.50 $1,635.00
359 9,001 to 10,000 $1,150.00 $402.50 $1,612.50 $1,785.00
360 10,001 to 11,000 $1,300.00 $455.00 $1,815.00 $2,010.00
361 11,001 to 12,000 $1,400.00 $490.00 $1,950.00 $2,160.00
362 12,001 to 13,000 $1,500.00 $525.00 $2,085.00 $2,310.00
363 13,001 to 14,000 $1,600.00 $560.00 $2,220.00 $2,460.00
364 14,001 to 15,000 $1,700.00 $595.00 $2,355.00 $2,610.00
365 15,001 to 16,000 $1,800.00 $630.00 $2,490.00 $2,760.00
366 16,001 to 17,000 $1,900.00 $665.00 $2,625.00 $2,910.00
367 17,001 to 18,000 $2,000.00 $700.00 $2,760.00 $3,060.00
368 18,001 to 19,000 $2,100.00 $735.00 $2,895.00 $3,210.00
369 19,001 to 20,000 $2,200.00 $770.00 $3,030.00 $3,360.00
370 >20,000 to            $2,200.00 + $0.10 per pound in excess of 20,000 lbs.
GROSS WEIGHT Unsecured
Data Code Pounds  Over    Fine Surch. Total Bond
371 up to 1,000 $6.00 $2.10 $68.10 $69.00
372 1,001 to 2,000 $11.00 $3.85 $74.85 $76.50
373 2,001 to 3,000 $77.50 $27.13 $164.63 $176.25
374 3,001 to 4,000 $120.00 $42.00 $222.00 $240.00
375 4,001 to 5,000 $187.50 $65.63 $313.13 $341.25
376 5,001 to 6,000 $292.50 $102.38 $454.88 $498.75
377 6,001 to 7,000 $425.00 $148.75 $633.75 $697.50
378 7,001 to 8,000 $475.00 $166.25 $701.25 $772.50
379 8,001 to 9,000 $525.00 $183.75 $768.75 $847.50
380 9,001 to 10,000 $575.00 $201.25 $836.25 $922.50
381 10,001 to 11,000 $650.00 $227.50 $937.50 $1,035.00
382 11,001 to 12,000 $700.00 $245.00 $1,005.00 $1,110.00
383 12,001 to 13,000 $750.00 $262.50 $1,072.50 $1,185.00
384 13,001 to 14,000 $800.00 $280.00 $1,140.00 $1,260.00
385 14,001 to 15,000 $850.00 $297.50 $1,207.50 $1,335.00
386 15,001 to 16,000 $900.00 $315.00 $1,275.00 $1,410.00
387 16,001 to 17,000 $950.00 $332.50 $1,342.50 $1,485.00
388 17,001 to 18,000 $1,000.00 $350.00 $1,410.00 $1,560.00
389 18,001 to 19,000 $1,050.00 $367.50 $1,477.50 $1,635.00
390 19,001 to 20,000 $1,100.00 $385.00 $1,545.00 $1,710.00
391 >20,000 to             $1,100.00 + $0.05 per pound in excess of 20,000 lbs. 
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SCHEDULE OF FINES FOR OVERLOADS ON AXLES
WITH COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE
321.463 Maximum Gross Weight
Single axles — Legal Weight 20,000 lbs.
Tandem Axles with 40” to 96” Spacing — Legal Weight 34,000 lbs.
GROUP AXLES Unsecured
Data Code Pounds  Over    Fine Surch. Total Bond
350 up to 1,000 $12.00 $4.20 $81.20 $78.00
351 1,001 to 2,000 $22.00 $7.70 $94.70 $93.00
352 2,001 to 3,000 $155.00 $54.25 $274.25 $292.50
353 3,001 to 4,000 $240.00 $84.00 $389.00 $420.00
354 4,001 to 5,000 $375.00 $131.25 $571.25 $622.50
355 5,001 to 6,000 $585.00 $204.75 $854.75 $937.50
356 6,001 to 7,000 $850.00 $297.50 $1,212.50 $1,335.00
357 7,001 to 8,000 $950.00 $332.50 $1,347.50 $1,485.00
358 8,001 to 9,000 $1,050.00 $367.50 $1,482.50 $1,635.00
359 9,001 to 10,000 $1,150.00 $402.50 $1,617.50 $1,785.00
360 10,001 to 11,000 $1,300.00 $455.00 $1,820.00 $2,010.00
361 11,001 to 12,000 $1,400.00 $490.00 $1,955.00 $2,160.00
362 12,001 to 13,000 $1,500.00 $525.00 $2,090.00 $2,310.00
363 13,001 to 14,000 $1,600.00 $560.00 $2,225.00 $2,460.00
364 14,001 to 15,000 $1,700.00 $595.00 $2,360.00 $2,610.00
365 15,001 to 16,000 $1,800.00 $630.00 $2,495.00 $2,760.00
366 16,001 to 17,000 $1,900.00 $665.00 $2,630.00 $2,910.00
367 17,001 to 18,000 $2,000.00 $700.00 $2,765.00 $3,060.00
368 18,001 to 19,000 $2,100.00 $735.00 $2,900.00 $3,210.00
369 19,001 to 20,000 $2,200.00 $770.00 $3,035.00 $3,360.00
370 >20,000 to  $2,200.00 + $0.10 per pound in excess of 20,000 lbs.
GROSS WEIGHT Unsecured
Data Code Pounds  Over    Fine Surch. Total Bond
371 up to 1,000 $6.00 $2.10 $73.10 $69.00
372 1,001 to 2,000 $11.00 $3.85 $79.85 $76.50
373 2,001 to 3,000 $77.50 $27.13 $169.63 $176.25
374 3,001 to 4,000 $120.00 $42.00 $227.00 $240.00
375 4,001 to 5,000 $187.50 $65.63 $318.13 $341.25
376 5,001 to 6,000 $292.50 $102.38 $459.88 $498.75
377 6,001 to 7,000 $425.00 $148.75 $638.75 $697.50
378 7,001 to 8,000 $475.00 $166.25 $706.25 $772.50
379 8,001 to 9,000 $525.00 $183.75 $773.75 $847.50
380 9,001 to 10,000 $575.00 $201.25 $841.25 $922.50
381 10,001 to 11,000 $650.00 $227.50 $942.50 $1,035.00
382 11,001 to 12,000 $700.00 $245.00 $1,010.00 $1,110.00
383 12,001 to 13,000 $750.00 $262.50 $1,077.50 $1,185.00
384 13,001 to 14,000 $800.00 $280.00 $1,145.00 $1,260.00
385 14,001 to 15,000 $850.00 $297.50 $1,212.50 $1,335.00
386 15,001 to 16,000 $900.00 $315.00 $1,280.00 $1,410.00
387 16,001 to 17,000 $950.00 $332.50 $1,347.50 $1,485.00
388 17,001 to 18,000 $1,000.00 $350.00 $1,415.00 $1,560.00
389 18,001 to 19,000 $1,050.00 $367.50 $1,482.50 $1,635.00
390 19,001 to 20,000 $1,100.00 $385.00 $1,550.00 $1,710.00




VEHICLE TYPE GENERAL DESCRIPTION
"A" Vehicles with a Gross Combination 
Weight Rating (GCWR) exceeding 
26,000 lbs. AND any towed vehicle 
has a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating 
exceeding 10,000 lbs.  
 
"B" A vehicle with a Gross Vehicle Weight 
Rating (GVWR) exceeding 26,000 
lbs.  If a vehicle is being towed, the 
GVWR of the towed vehicle is 10,000 
lbs. or less.  
 
"C" A vehicle that does not meet 
the definition of either "A" or "B" 
but is transporting Hazardous 
Material OF A TYPE OR 
QUANTITY  REQUIRING VEHICLE 
PLACARDING, or is designed 
to transport 16 or more persons 
including the driver (also includes 
a vehicle designed or modified to 
transport a lesser number of persons 
with disabilities.)
CLASS "D" CHAUFFEUR     
 A person is a chauffeur when 
operating a vehicle with a Gross 
Vehicle Weight Rating exceeding 
16,000 lbs. or operating a vehicle, 
including a school bus designed 
to transport 15 or less persons for 
wages, compensation or hire. When 
the operation of a vehicle, by the 
owner or operator is occasional and 
merely incidental to the owner's or 
operator's principal business, that 
person is not a chauffeur, unless the 
vehicle is a truck tractor or a farm 
truck tractor, semi-trailer.  Paid fire 
fighters are chauffeurs, volunteer fire 
fighters are not. 
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 IOWA MOTOR VEHICLE
LICENSE CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
Class
A – Veh w/26,001 GCWR or more. Towed 
unit is 10,001 GVWR or more
B – Veh w/26,001 GVWR or more. Towed 
unit is 10,000 GVWR or less
C – Veh w/26,000 GVWR or less & either 16 
passenger design or hazmat
C – Non-Commercial Vehicle
D – Chauffeur
M – Motorcycle only
0 – ID Only
Endorsements
L – Motorcycle  
CDLs only
H – Hazardous Material
P – Passenger Bus 16 or more persons
N – Tank Vehicles
S – School Bus 16 or more persons
T – Double and Triple Trailers
X – Combination Hazardous Material and 
Tank Vehicles
Chauffeurs only
1 – Truck-Tractor Semi-trailer combination
2 – Vehicle with GVWR 16,001 or more. 
NOT valid for Trk-Trctr semi trlr 
combination
3 – Passenger vehicle less than 16 
passenger design
 Restrictions
B – Corrective Lenses
C – Mechanical Aid (Listed in supplement)
D – Prosthetic Aid
E – No manual transmission
F – Left and Right outside mirrors
G – No driving when headlights are required
H – Temporary Restricted License (TRL-Work 
permit)
I – Ingnition Interlock Required
J – Restrictions on back of card
K – Intrastate Only (CDL Only)
L – No Air brake equipped CMV (CDL Only)
M – No Class A Passenger Vehicle (CDL 
Only)
N – No Class A and B Passenger Vehicle 
(CDL Only)
O – No tractor trailer CMV (CDL Only)
P – No passengers in a CMV bus (CDL Only)
Q – No interstate or freeway driving
S – SR required
T – Medical report required at renewal
U – Not valid for 2 wheel vehicles - 3 wheeled 
MC
V – Medical Variance document required 
(CDL Only)
W – Restriced CDL (CDL Only)
X – No cargo in CMV tank vehicle (CDL Only)
Y – Intermediate Driver’s License
Z – No full air brake equipped CMV (CDL 
Only)
1 – Motorcycle Instruction Permit
2 – Instruction Permit
3 – Commercial Learner’s Permit
4 – Chauffeur Instruction Permit
5 – Moped License
6 – Minor’s Restricted License
7 – Minor’s School License
8 – Special Permit
9 – Passenger restriction (GDL)
STATE PATROL 1-800-525-5555
MOTOR VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT 1-800-925-6469
MOTOR VEHICLE INFORMATION 1-800-532-1121
WEATHER AND ROAD CONDITIONS 
1-800-288-1047 OR 511
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 Code Data  Scheduled Sur- + Court Unsec.
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MOTOR CARRIER VIOLATIONS
321E.16 234 Violations of permit (except weight) ........... 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
325A.24 235 Violation of chapter 325A 
  (except  325A.3 and 325A.8) ..................... 250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
325A.3 235b Failure to carry/exhibit permit ..................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
325A.8 235a Violations of required markings ................. 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
326.22 240 Failure to display identification ..................... 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
326.23 241 Violation of trip permits ................................. 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
327B.1 245 No or improper carrier identification .......... 250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
327B.1 246 No or improper interstate auth evidence ... 250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
MOTOR FUEL TAX
452A.52 238 Violation - importing fuel ............................. 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
GINSENG
456A.24 655a Ginseng regulations .................................... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES VIOLATIONS
456A.37 665b (3)(a) Transport/use of water-related 
  equipment .................................................... 500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
456A.37 665c (3)(b) Failure to drain water-related 
  equipment .......................................................75.00 26.25 161.25 172.50
  
Repeat violations within 12 month period for either 456A.37(3)(a) or 456A.37(3)(b) is an 
additional fine of $500.00
456A.37 665b (3)(a) Transport/use of water-related 
  equipment .................................................1,000.00 350.00 1,410.00 1,560.00
456A.37 665c (3)(b) Failure to drain water-related 
  equipment .................................................... 575.00 201.25 836.25 922.50
PARKS
461A.35 699 Prohibited destructive act ............................. 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 EXCESSIVE SPEED - ZONES 55 MPH OR LESS
461A.36 700 1-5 over .......................................................... 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 700A 6-10 over ........................................................ 40.00 14.00 114.00 120.00
 700B 11-15 over ...................................................... 80.00 28.00 168.00 180.00
 700C 16-20 over ...................................................... 90.00 31.50 181.50 195.00
 700D Over 20 MPH + 5 for each MPH over 20 ..100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 EXCESSIVE SPEED - ROAD WORK ZONES
461A.36 700j 1-10 over ...................................................... 150.00 52.50 262.50 285.00
 700k 11-20 over .................................................... 300.00 105.00 465.00 510.00
 700l 21-25 over .................................................... 500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
 700m Greater than 25 over ................................1,000.00 350.00 1,410.00 1,560.00
 EXCESSIVE SPEED - ROAD WORK ZONES 
 WITH COUNTY ENFORCEMENT SURCHARGE
461A.36 700j 1-10 over ...................................................... 150.00 52.50 267.50 285.00
 700k 11-20 over .................................................... 300.00 105.00 470.00 510.00
 700l 21-25 over .................................................... 500.00 175.00 740.00 810.00
 700m Greater than 25 over ................................1,000.00 350.00 1,415.00 1,560.00
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461A.38 701 Parking violations .....................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
461A.39 702 Hitching to trees .......................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
461A.40 703 Fire (must be built in place provided) .......15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
461A.42 703a Use of firearms, explosives, weapons, 
  and fireworks) ...........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
461A.43 704 Littering grounds ......................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
461A.44 705 Prohibited areas - state parks ..................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
461A.45 706 Animals on a leash ...................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
461A.46 707 Closing time..............................................15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
461A.48 708 Camping area violations ..........................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
461A.49 709 Time limit (2 weeks)..................................15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
461A.50 710 Registering - vacating ..............................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
BOATS - NAVIGATION
462A.4 1 Operation of unnumbered 
  (unregistered) vessel ................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.5 2 Registration viol. (proper fee expired, 
  display of numbers, carriage of reg. 
  cert., reporting abandonment) .................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
    0.00 60.00 60.00
462A.9 4 (2) Lights ...................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.9 4a (3) Lights white and amber .......................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.9 5 (4) Horn or whistle ....................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.9 6 (5) Bell ......................................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.9 7 (6) Personal flotation devices ..................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.9 8 (7) Fire extinguisher .................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.9 9 (8) Racing exemption from 4-5-7 .............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.9 10 (9) Backfire flame arrestor .......................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.9 11 (10) Ventilation..........................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.9 11a (12a) Fail to maintain PWC cut-off switch ... 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.9 12 (13) Allow to operate without 
  required equipment ..................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.10 13 Boat livery records and required 
  equipment responsibility ..........................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.11 14 Mufflers ....................................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.12 15a (1) Reckless operation of watercraft ........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15b (3) Littering public waterways ..................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15c (4) Watercraft - unauthorized use of 
  lighting equipment ....................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15d (5) Watercraft - prohibited operation in 
  disaster area .............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15e (6) Operate watercraft by underage 
  person w/o education certificate ..............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15f (7) Operation of watercraft inhibiting 
  free navigation ..........................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15g (8) Operation in violation of buoys ...........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15h (9) Overpowered watercraft .....................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15i (10) Unattended vessel ............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15j (11) Operation of watercraft in diver’s area ..25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15k (12) Operation of PWC sunset to sunrise .... 25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15l (13) Chase/harass animals w PWC or 
  motorboat .................................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15m (14) Operate PWC w/o attaching lanyard ....25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.12 15n (15) Operate vessel w/o PFD on 
  person < 13 YOA ......................................25 8.75 93.75 97.50
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462A.15 16 (1) Observer .............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.17 17 (2) City ordinances adopted under 
  this authority .............................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.24 18 Overload ...................................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.26 19 Right-of-way rules - speed and distance .... 20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.27 20 Nonpermanent structures ........................15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
462A.28 21 Unworthy vessel .......................................15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
462A.31 22 Artificial lakes ...........................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.32 23 Buoys ........................................................15.00 5.25 80.25 82.50
462A.33 24 Driving over ice ........................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
462A.34 25 Yield to emergency vessels .....................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
462A.35 26 Dealer special certificate .........................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
462A.37 27 Dealer number display on vessels ...........10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
FISH AND GAME 
481A.6 600 Regulations - game management area ....25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.7 601 Hunting on game refuges .........................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.21 602 Birds as targets ........................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.22 603 Field trials .................................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.24 604 Use of mobile transmitter prohibited ........50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.26 605 Unlawful transportation of fish or game ....25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
Pursuing, killing, trapping, or ensnaring, buying, selling, processing, or transporting:
481A.38 606 Deer and turkey ......................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 607 Protected nongame ................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 608 Mussels, frogs, spawn or fish ..................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 609 Other game ..............................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 610 Fur bearing animals .................................75.00 26.25 161.25 172.50
Attempting to take, pursue, kill, trap,buy, sell, possess or transport: 
481A.38 611 Game or fur bearing animals ...................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 612 Protected nongame ..................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 613 Mussels, frog, spawn or fish ....................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
 615 Importing fish and game permits .............50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
Restrictions on game birds and animals:
481A.48 616 Out of season .........................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 617 Over limit ................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 618 Attempt to take .........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 619 Waterfowl general ....................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 620 No federal stamp ......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 621 Unplugged shotgun ..................................10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
 622 Possession of other than steel shot .........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 623 Early or late shooting ...............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 623a Possession of prohibited pistol or 
  revolver while hunting deer ....................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.50 624 Selling birds ..............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.52 625 Exhibiting catch to officer ........................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.53 626 Chasing from dens ...................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.54 627 Shooting rifle over water, highway, or 
  RR ROW or shooting shotgun (with slug), 
  pistol, revolver on or over public roadway .....20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
481A.55 628 Selling game .............................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.56 629 Training dogs ............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
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481A.57 629a Possess/storage of game, fur 
  animals, or pelts .....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.58 630 Trapping of birds or poisoning animals ....50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.60 631 No game breeders license .......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.61 632 Game breeders - marketing violations ....25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.62 633 Game breeders - records violations ........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.67 636 Angling laws - general violations .............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 637 Over limit catch ........................................30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
 638 Under minimum length or weight .............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 639 Out of season fishing ...............................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.69 640 Fish defined ..............................................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
481A.71 641 Releasing unlawful catch .........................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
481A.72 642 Violations of hooks or lines ......................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
481A.73 643 Trot lines and throw lines - 
  violations in legal waters ..........................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 644 Trot lines and throw lines -
   violations in illegal waters .......................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.76 645 Fish - unlawful methods of take ...............50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.83 650 Prohibited stocking ...................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.84 651 Prohibited catching or selling of frogs .....25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.85 652 Unlawful taking from state hatchery 
  or nursery ...............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.87  Fur bearing animals - taking or possessing out of season:   
 653 Red fox, gray fox, or mink ......................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 654 All other furbearers ..................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.90 655 Disturbing dens ........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.91 656 Shooting or spearing fur bearing animals ... 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.92 657 Traps - prohibited methods, tag req. ........25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.93 658 Hunting by artificial light .........................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.95 659 Fur dealers license - location permits, 
  reciprocity ...............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.97 660 Fur dealers records and reports ..............50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.120 661 Hunting from aircraft or snowmobile 
  prohibited ................................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.122 662 Hunter’s orange apparel ..........................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.123 663 Prohibited hunting near building or 
  feed lots ....................................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.126 664 Taxidermy regulations ..............................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.137 664a Abandonment of dead/injured wildlife ...100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
481A.142 664b Licensed aquaculture units - 
  activities allowed ......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.144 664c (4) Taking or transporting minnows 
  without a license - general .......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 664d (4) Taking or transporting minnows 
  without a license - commercial ................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.145 664e (2) Transporting minnows out of state .....50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
481A.145 664f (3) Prohibited bait .....................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
481A.145 664g (4)(5)(6) Minnow traps, nets, seines, 
  and location violations - general ..............25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 664h (4)(5)(6) Minnow traps, nets, seines,
   and location violations - commercial ......50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
ENDANGERED PLANTS AND WILDLIFE
481B.5 665 Endangered species prohibitions ..........100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
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COMMERCIAL FISHING
482.3 666 Commercial fishing - where permitted.... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.4 667 Commercial license violations ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.4 668 No gear tags .............................................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
482.5 668a Improper use of commercial gear ............50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
482.6 669 Commercial gear tags ..............................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
482.7 670 Gear attendance ......................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
482.8 671 Bait for commercial taking .......................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
482.9 671a Unlawful methods ..................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.10 671b Sale of commercial fish/turtles/mussels ..... 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
482.11 672 Commercial turtle violations ..................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.11 673 Sport turtle violations .............................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.12 674 Commercial mussel violations ...............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.12 675 Sport mussel violations ............................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
482.14 675a Required reports ....................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
482.15 675b Violation of Chapter 482 or rule .............100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
FISH AND GAME LICENSES, GUNS
483a.1 676 No license - Lic. or permit costing <$10.00 .20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
 677 No license - License or permit costing 
  more than $10 but not more than $20 ......30.00 10.50 100.50 105.00
 678 No license - License or permit costing 
  more than $20 but not more than $40 .....50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 679 No license - License or permit costing 
  more than $40 but not more than $50 .....70.00 24.50 154.50 165.00
 680 No license - License or permit costing 
  more than $50 but not more than $99 ...100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 Licenses costing 100 or more the scheduled fine is 2x the cost of the license
 680a (1)(i) Res. fur dealer license $225.50 ........ 551.00 192.85 803.85 886.50
 680b (1)(t) Res. wholesale bait dealer $125.00 ..250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 680c (2)( e) Non-resident deer license 
  antlered or any sex $220.00 ..................440.00 154.00 654.00 720.00
 680d (2)(f) Non-resident license only required w/
  purchase of antlered or any sex $100.00 ..200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 680e (2)(g) Non-resident deer license 
  antler-less only $150.00 .........................300.00 105.00 465.00 510.00
 680f (2)(h)Non-resident wild turkey lic. $100.00 . 200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 680g (2)(i)Non-resident fur harvester lic. $200.00 400.00 140.00 600.00 660.00
 680h (2)(j) Non-resident fur dealer lic. $501 ...1,002.00 350.70 1,412.70 1,563.00
 680i (2)(m) Non-resident retail bait dealer 
  lic. $125.00 .............................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 680j (2)(u) Non-res. whlsle bait dealer lic. or amount 
  for lic. in their state whichever is >$250.00 .500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
483A.3 681 No habitat fee - no validation ...................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.5 681a License required for fur-bearing animals ..100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
483A.6 682 No trout fee - no validation .......................20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.6A 682a Paddlefish tag violation ............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.7 683 No wild turkey license or tag ....................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.8 684 No deer license or tag ..............................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.8A 684a Failure to report deer or turkey harvest ...20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.19 685 Failure to carry or refusal to show lic. ......20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.21 685a Violation of revoked or suspended lic. ...100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
483A.23 686 Game birds or animals as pets ................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.24 687 Fishing and hunting license exemptions ..25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.26 689 Making a false claim for a fishing, hunting, 
  or related license - By resident..................... 50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
 690 Making a false claim for a fishing, hunting, 
  or related license - By non-resident ........... 100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
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483A.27 691 No hunter safety certificate or failure to 
  exhibit a hunter safety certificate .............20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.27A  Violation of Apprentice License Req. ......20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
483A.28 Non-commercial harvest of aquatic species
 691a (1) Boundary water sport trotline license 
  violation (non-commercial) ......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 691b (2) Boundary water turtle harvest license 
  violation (non-commercial) ......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 691c (3) Boundary water mussel/shell license 
  violation (non-commercial) ......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
483A.36 Violation of gun conveyance law
 692 Assembled, unloaded gun .......................25.00 8.75 93.75 97.50
 693 Loaded gun ..............................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
483A.37 694 Prohibited guns ........................................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
483A.42 694a Violation of Chapter 483A ......................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
MIGRATORY WATERFOWL
484A.2 695 No state waterfowl stamp - no validation .10.00 3.50 73.50 75.00
TURN IN POACHERS (TIP) HOTLINE 1-800-532-2020
HAZARDOUS & CHEMICAL SPILLS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY RESPONSE (DNR) 515-281-8694
MISCELLANEOUS SCHEDULED VIOLATIONS
GAMBLING
 Electrical and mechanical amusement devices - 1st offense  
99B.52 578 (2) Electrical/mechanical amusement 
  device prize value exceeding 50.00 ......250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.52 578a (6) Redeem award off premises .............250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579 (4) No security mechanism 
  preventing operation on device 
  required to be registered  .......................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579a (8) Failure to obtain new registration 
  tag prior to operation ..............................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579b (10) Failure to display registration tag ....250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579c (11) Allow operation of device with 
  expired registration ................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579d (12) Advertise or promote device as
   other than an amusement device ..........250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.53 579e (13) Relocate a device to an 
  unauthorized location .............................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99B.57 574 (1) Person < 21 YOA operating registered 
  electrical/mechanical device violation .......250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
99D.11 575 (7) Person < 21 YOA make or 
  attempt to make para-mutuel wager ......500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
99F.9 576 (4) Person < 21 YOA make or attempt 
  to make wager on boat or racetrack  .....500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
99F.9 576a (5)(a) Person <21 YOA enter or attempt 
  to enter gaming floor or wagering area .....500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
725.19 577 (1) Person < 21 YOA make or attempt 
  to make a gambling wager .....................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
123.47 509 (4)(a)(1)Possess/purchase/consume 
  open container of alcohol by person 
  18-20 YOA (1st offense) 
  Juvenile court if <18 YOA .......................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
123.47 509a (2)(b)(1) Permit under 18 YOA to consume/
  possess on property (1st offense) .........200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
123.47 509b (2)(b)(2) Permit under 18 YOA to 
  consume/possess on property 
  (2nd/subseq offense) .............................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
123.49 510a (2)(h) Providing alcohol to person under
  legal age - Licensee or permittee ...........1,500.00 525.00 2,085.00 2,310.00
 510b (2)(h) Providing alcohol to person under 
  legal age - Employee .............................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
PSEUDOEPHEDRINE
126.23A Pseudoephedrine violation by employee
 550a 1st offense ..............................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 550b 2nd offense.............................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 550c 3rd offense .............................................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
126.23A Purchase of pseudoephedrine
 511a 1st offense ..............................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 511b 2nd offense.............................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 511c 3rd offense .............................................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
SMOKING
142D.9 525 Smoking in prohibited area (civil penalty) ... 50.00 – – 75.00
453A.2 (1) Employee providing tobacco alt., nicotine, 
 vapor products, or cigarettes to minor
 524 1st offense ..............................................100.00 35.00 195.00 210.00
 524a 2nd offense.............................................250.00 87.50 397.50 435.00
 524b 3rd offense .............................................500.00 175.00 735.00 810.00
 (2) Minor using tobacco alt., nicotine, vapor 
 products, or cigarettes (civil penalty)
 525a 1st offense ................................................50.00 – – 75.00
 525b 2nd offense.............................................100.00 – – 150.00
 525c 3rd offense .............................................250.00 – – 375.00
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
321L.2A 345 (2) Misuse of wheelchair parking cone ....20.00 7.00 87.00 90.00
321L.2A 345a (3) Interference with wheelchair 
  parking cone ................................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321L.3 346 Failure to return handicapped ID ...........200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321L.4 347 (2)-A Improper use of handicapped 
  ID device ................................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
 347a (2)-B Improper use of handicapped 
  ID parking space ....................................200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
321L.7 348 Failure to provide persons with 
  disabilities parking spaces or signs .......200.00 70.00 330.00 360.00
EMERGENCY ENERGY
473.8 500 Violations of executive order ....................50.00 17.50 127.50 135.00
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Iowa Department of Transportation
http://www.iamvd.com/index.htm
Ofﬁce of Driver Services
 (800) 532-1121 — Toll-Free in Iowa
 (515) 244-9124 — Local Des Moines
  (public use)
 (515) 244-8725 — Local Des Moines
  (public use)
 (515) 237-3001 — (gov’t use only)
 (515) 237-3032 — (gov’t use only)
 (515) 237-3039 — (gov’t use only)
 (515) 237-3129 — (gov’t use only)
Ofﬁce of Motor Carrier Services
 (515) 237-3264
Ofﬁce of Motor Vehicle Enforcement
 (800) 925-6469 — Toll-Free in Iowa
 (515) 237-3247 — Local Des Moines




Iowa Department of Public Safety
http://www.dps.state.ia.us/
  (515) 725-6182
Iowa State Patrol Division
 (515) 725-6090




Division of Narcotics Enforcement
 (515) 725-6300
Iowa State Fire Marshal Division
 (515) 725-6145 
Administrative Services Division
 (515) 725-6251




24 hr number for environmental spills
 (515) 281-8694





Federal Bureau of Investigation
http://omaha.fbi.gov/
 (402) 493-8688 — Omaha
 (712) 258-1920 — Sioux City
 (515) 223-4278/6671  
  — West Des Moines
 (319) 234-4327 — Waterloo
 (319) 366-2461/2462 — Cedar Rapids
 (309)764-9559 — Moline
National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB)
 (800) 447-6282
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco Firearms and 
Explosives (ATF)
 (515) 362-4000
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
 (515) 284-4700 — Des Moines
 (319) 393-6075 — Cedar Rapids
Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE)
 (515)-323-2052 — Des Moines
 (402)-697-9154 — Omaha
US Attorney
 (515) 473-9300 — Southern District  
  (Des Moines)
 (319) 363-0091 — Northern District
  (Cedar Rapids)
US Marshals
 (319) 362-4411 — Cedar Rapids
 (515) 284-6240 — Des Moines
 (712) 252-3077 — Sioux City
US Postal Service Inspector
 (515) 253-9060
US Secret Service
 (515) 284-4565 — Des Moines
 (402) 965-9670 — Omaha
TURN IN POACHERS HOTLINE (TIP) 1-800-532-2020
Intelligence and Investigative Reporting
Iowa Department of Public Safety
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
#800-308-5983
Local: 515-725-6310   Fax: 515-725-6320





 www.511ia.org or 
 800-288-1047 or 511
Minnesota
 http://www.511mn.org/    
                651-296-3000 or 511 MN
South Dakota
 http://www.sddot.com/511.asp
 866-MYSD511 or 511 in SD
Nebraska
 http://www.511.nebraska.gov/
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Pursuant to Iowa Code Section 805.6(8)
This Compendium of Scheduled Violations and Scheduled 
Fines is designed and published by the Iowa Department of 
Public Safety and the Department of Natural Resources. It is 
intended for the use of all courts, law enforcement officers and 
agencies of the State of Iowa. The cost of this publication is paid 
out of the budget of the Department of Public Safety and the 
Department of Natural Resources.
DISCLAIMER
The compendium is a list of scheduled violations (simple 
misdemeanors in which the legislature has set the fine and 
can be mailed in by the defendant). While some information 
on non-scheduled simple misdemeanors has been included 
in this booklet, it should not be viewed as a list of all potential 
violations of the law in the chapters of the code included herein. 
Additionally, listed violations have often been abbreviated or 
condensed to meet space requirements here, in TraCS and on 
the court computer system (ICIS). It remains the responsibility 
of each user to know the full content of each of the sections of 
law listed and their proper application.
